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LET’S EXPERIMENT!

“The true method of knowledge is experiment.”

The 2023 Edinburgh Science Festival will embrace the
concepts of experimentation, innovation, creativity, curiosity
and invention that lie at the heart of all scientific disciplines.
Experiments test theories (or call for new ones) and provide
the basis for expanding our scientific knowledge/evidence
base. Experimentation is a crucial part of innovation – some
argue that there’s no innovation without experimentation
– and innovation and creative thinking across disciplines
is essential if we are to harness the opportunities and
deal with the potential perils and pitfalls of our rapidly
changing world.

William Blake

Using the 2023 Festival as a living laboratory – a space for
experimentation with formats, approaches and partnerships
etc., which provide new and innovative ways for our
audiences to interact with science, scientist and their
creative counterparts in other fields – we call on audiences
of all ages to join us in a celebrating all things experimental.
We want them to not just talk about but to get hands-on
with science of all sorts through a special programme
of exciting real-life experiments, engagements and
experiences for families/young people and adults.
Bringing together innovators (scientists, engineers and
practitioners from across the spectrum of the arts) and
showcasing the work of ‘Experimenters’ of all shapes
and forms, 2023 will celebrate the spirit of adventure,
enquiry and experimentation that push the frontiers of our
knowledge about ourselves, the world around us and our
place in the wider Universe.

CONFIRMED FESTIVAL 2023 PROJECTS
SPECIAL PROJECTS
#1: EXPERIMENTAL LIFE
LOCATION: NATIONAL MUSEUM OF SCOTLAND, CITYWIDE
AND ONLINE

“As buds give rise by growth to fresh buds, and these, if vigorous, branch out and
overtop on all sides many a feebler branch, so by generation I believe it has been with
the great Tree of Life, which fills with its dead and broken branches the crust of the
earth, and covers the surface with its ever branching and beautiful ramifications.”
Charles Darwin

Experimental Life is a new,
high-profile, multi-audience
programme of activities to engage
people of all ages with the captivating
wonders and diversity of life in all
its forms.
Exploring the ‘Tree of Life’ and asking
such questions as what is life?; where
has it come from?; what role does
humanity play in nurturing, protecting
and even enhancing it?; is it unique
to Earth?; and what is the future of
life? Experimental Life will put the
science of living things under the
microscope. From the micro to the
macro and from the natural to the
synthetic, it will explore the global
interconnectedness of all living things,
highlighting our relationship with and
responsibility for the protection and
custodianship of life on Earth.
Life itself is perhaps the grandest
experiment of them all – life on Earth
is a wonderful yet fragile thing – and
we have a responsibility to appreciate
the intricate connectedness of human
and planetary health. Using the
2023 Festival as a living laboratory
through which to explore these ideas,
Experimental Life will comprise three
interlinked components:
‘Experiment Stations’ at NMS: The
National Museum of Scotland (NMS)
will again be a major Festival partner
with its Grand Gallery providing
the high-profile focal point of our
Experimental Life programme,
housing a series of interactive drop-in
‘Experiment Stations’ for families and
young people.

The stations will feature a visually
provocative centrepiece (sculpture/
designed display etc) and a range
of short, hands-on experiments
that explore life on Earth, in the lab
and beyond, connecting audiences
with cutting-edge science and the
experimenters exploring the wonders
of life.
NB: A series of more in-depth,
bookable workshops will accompany
this activity.

“Life is the greatest experiment. Each
of us is an experiment of one-observer
and subject-making choices, living with
them, recording the effects.”
George A. Sheehan, Athlete
and Physician
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#2: SCIFEST
THEMED WEEKENDS
LOCATION(S): TBC
Under the umbrella of the ‘Let’s
Experiment’ theme, we will extend
the spirit of experimentation across
our programming to deliver 2 x
multiformat themed weekends (mini
festivals within EdSciFest) that deliver
daytime fun days for families and
sociable science evening events
for adults.
Made up of a mix of existing
EdSciFest portfolio items plus
curated/commissioned content, our
themed weekends will fuse science,
technology, engineering, art &
design, music, gaming and more, to
interactively explore the following
through shows, workshops, drop-in
activities, interactive content, artworks
and special events etc:

Weekend #1: EarthFest
(working title)

“Nature is trying very hard to make us
succeed, but nature does not depend on
us. We are not the only experiment.”
R. Buckminster Fuller

Climate, environment, nature,
biodiversity and sustainability are,
as always, an important part of the
Science Festival programme and will
form the focus of our first themed
weekend/mini festival.
Tackling these important topics in
entertaining, hands-on/interactive
ways, EarthFest will explore the ideas,
innovations and people that are
tackling some of the big challenges
and seizing the opportunities they
present to help protect planet Earth.

“Everybody’s a mad scientist, and life is their lab. We’re all trying to experiment to
find a way to live, to solve problems, to fend off madness and chaos.”
David Cronenberg

Weekend #2: FutureFest
(working title)

“We have to imagine this world that we
want to hurry towards.”
Former Irish President,
Mary Robinson

“Our future is unwritten. It will be
shaped by who we choose to be now.”
Author and climate change
campaigner, Christiana Figueres

Celebrating all things futuristic,
FutureFest will engage audiences
with all things tech, robotics, AI, tech
tinkering, space etc
An exciting fusion of technology,
engineering, art and design, music,
gaming and more it will explore, in
hands-on, interactive ways, these
fascinating topics and the ideas,
innovations and people across
Scotland and the world who are
making them happen.
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WORKSHOPS
HANDS-ON SCIENCE
PLAYGROUND @ CAC
LOCATION: CITY ART CENTRE
EdSciFest is perhaps best known
and respected for creating amazing
hand-on science workshops for
children and young people.
Our flagship workshop venue at
City Art Centre will again be packed
with fantastic immersive hands-on
workshops that inspire young people
with the wonder of science and
deliver a fabulous, fun-filled family
day out.

“I have always been more interested in
experiment, than in accomplishment.”
Orson Welles

Content is selected each year from
our wide and varied portfolio, which
thematically covers science of all
sorts for 3–12-year olds, but some
examples of our most popular
workshops include:
3+: Imagination Playground – Let
your imagination run wild! Unlock
your creative spirit and build
magical, massive structures with our
super-sized construction blocks in
our Imagination Playground. What
amazing structures will you make, and
what will inspire your designs? Ideal
for young engineers and adults alike.
5+ Wild Vets – Take on the role of an
animal conservationist in our totally
wild workshop. Discover more about
Scottish wildlife heritage by exploring
the animals that used to live here
and the work being carried out to
reintroduce animals – like the beaver
– to Scotland.
7+: Creative Coding – Introducing
Marty – the dancing robot!
Using the Scratch programming
language, budding engineers can
program Marty to follow commands
and navigate around an obstacle
course. Before you leave, get
yourself a spot at the coolest party in
town and make Marty dance at our
robot disco!

7+: CubeSat Creator – Ready, set,
lift off! Come and build a CubeSat,
a tiny satellite which can be used to
carry out tasks in space. Decide what
your device should include and what
tasks it needs to undertake – then
figure out the best place in space for
your miniature machine to complete
its mission!
8+: ER Surgery – Learn some
life-saving skills in this incredible
medical workshop. Explore the
different parts and functions of the
human body and work out what’s
the matter with our patient before
scrubbing up and getting hands-on
with some real surgical kit in our
realistic operating theatre!
NB: An engaging programme
of individual workshops will also
accompany the Experimental Life and
EdSciFest Themed Weekends activity
(see earlier).

“No amount of experimentation can ever
prove me right; a single experiment can
prove me wrong.”
Albert Einstein
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STREET SCIENCE
BUSKING
LOCATION: EDINBURGH CITY
AND SURROUNDS
Since 2010, we have been taking
science to where it matters – to
people; in the streets, parks, markets,
festivals, museums and shopping
centres of Scotland – with our
custom-made busking bikes.
These tricycles of tricks have become
a welcome and familiar sight in all
sorts of unexpected places, drawing
enthusiastic crowds with hands-on
experiments and exciting shows
that use everyday materials to
demonstrate concepts fundamental to
science, inciting curiosity and a thirst
to discover more.
Always free for everyone and anyone,
always family-friendly and always
surprising, our miniature pieces of
street theatre weave fast-paced
demonstrations together with great
science stories. Street Science brings
the Edinburgh Science Festival out of
the halls, galleries and laboratories of
the city and into real public spaces.
Our portfolio of shows
currently includes:
Carbon Capture: A fast and
fizzy 20-minute investigation into
carbon dioxide
Science Magic: With strange
materials and unusual phenomena,
we create crowd-stopping illusions…
and then explain how these
illusions work.

All about Air: Using interactive
demonstrations, this light-hearted
introduction to the properties
of air investigates the physics of
aerodynamics and the role pressure
plays in air movement.
Intergalactic Ice: Our busking bikes
actually serve ice cream but not just
ANY ice cream, the liquid nitrogen
variety; this supercool new addition
to our busking portfolio is a tasty way
to inject some science into almost
any event.
It is Rocket Science: A voyage of
brilliant ballistics that introduces
Newton’s laws of motion, taking in
stomp rockets, hand-to-hand ethanol
flames and the dramatic final launch
of a water bottle rocket which can
reach over 100ft!

EXHIBITIONS
OUTDOOR
PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITION
LOCATION: HIGH FOOTFALL
OUTDOOR LOCATION TBC
Our popular outdoor photography
exhibitions in high-footfall locations(s)
bring science to wide and diverse
audiences on the streets of
Edinburgh. We’ve covered everything
from Patterns in Nature to Human
Impacts (on the planet) and are
exploring a range of topics we might
bring to vibrant life through awesome
photography for 2023. Watch
this space…

“A fool is a man who never tried an
experiment in his life.”
Erasmus Darwin
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TALKS, DISCUSSIONS AND SPECIAL EVENTS
(FOR ADULTS & YOUNG PEOPLE)

BIG IDEAS

SOCIABLE SCIENCE

Our thought-provoking talks, discussions and conversations
for adults are a great way for audiences to explore
related ideas or immerse themselves in a topic they find
particularly fascinating.

Curiosity and hands-on fun are not just for kids and our
programme of interactive events delivers entertaining and
educational evenings of comedy, music and performance
etc that sci-curious adults can do without the kids.

We are currently exploring ideas of all sorts some thoughts
so far on possible strands include:

The 2023 Sociable Science offer will include:

Experimental Life: There may be as many as one trillion
different species of life on Earth, each constructed from the
same fundamental building blocks, yet all amazingly diverse.
We explore the wonder and diversity of life on earth (and
beyond!) and the delicate interconnectedness of human and
planetary health.
Climate of Change: The climate crisis is the defining
challenge of our era and threatens the very future of life on
Earth. From Net Zero rout maps to circular economies we’ll
explore what we need to do to change our carbon-guzzling
ways, to ensure a sustainable future.
Engineering innovation: Planet Earth faces some big
challenges and the problem solvers of today and tomorrow
need to be creative and to come up with imaginative
solutions. That’s exactly what engineers do across arrange
of specialisms, and we’ll be exploring some of the new
ideas, materials, inventions and approaches that are tackling
social, economic and environmental problems to transform
society and the environment.

LateLabs: part of the Experimental Life programme (see
earlier), these will form the centrepiece of our Sociable
Science programme for 2023. This includes our CAC Late
event to launch the Festival and a special Experimental Life
After Dark event at NMS.
EarthFest and FutureFest adult events: the adult aspects of
our special, themed weekends (see earlier) will deliver more
sociable science for wide and diverse adult audiences.
GastroFest: Our popular series on the science of food
and drink will make another appearance, offering food for
thought with delicious treats on the side.

EDSCIFEST DELEGATE PROGRAMME
Designed for anyone working on engaging the public with
science, the EdSciFest Delegate Programme delves into
the inner workings of the world’s best-known and most
respected Science Festival – that’s us!
Packed with special events, workshops and networking
opportunities it explores how we create and curate, market
and fundraise for our programme, sharing some of the
secrets of how we go about bringing science to such vibrant
life. Delegates get to develop and build on their own
science public engagement skills, meet like-minded peers
and explore opportunities for future collaboration, all while
experiencing the excitement of the Festival.

